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Anton is a multi-faceted professional who has had over two 
decades of hands-on experience in process improvement, change 
management and strategic management, and currently works as 
the Chief Evangelist of Luminary Learning and the Transformation 
Therapist of High5 Consultancy. As the former AVP at HSBC DPL 
Anton won accolades for his superlative work there: and won the 
prestigious HSBC Group Service – Global Talent Management 
Member two years in a row. Anton currently works as a 
consultant focusing on efficiency and productivity improvement 
and process optimization for local and regional clients.

A QUICK INTRODUCTION
TO THE GURU GUIDE

The 'Guru Guide' is an attempt to 
refine decades of hard-earned 
expertise into succinct, simple and 
practical advice.

It is NOT meant to be an exhaustive 
exploration of a topic: rather, pointed 
areas of focus which can only be 
discerned by a practitioner. It is not 
meant to be a generic set of advice: 
it is advice from battle-hardened 
professionals who have had a 
lifetime of experience and proven 
track records.

The Guru Guide has a pre 
determined format:

and trade : the Guru Guide aims to offer 
‘little nuggets’ of advice and importantly, 
simple tools, which will enable 
practitioners to up their game and 
benefit from expertise which may be 
hard to find in a hurry.

Exploratory, intimate and insightful, 
the Guru Guide aims to bring to you a 
wealth of expertise which can only be 
possible through veterans whose 
varied and in-depth experiences offer
unparalleled insights.

The brevity and simplicity is by 
choice, and design. Focused on 
Executives and Managers who want 
to get quick tips and techniques, who 
are eager to improve their craft 

It aims to understand a topic/
area of focus

It aims to give tools to help you 
navigate the area

It also gives contexts and 
examples: so that you can 
customize it to suit YOU
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Vidusha is currently the Destiny Architect at High5 Consultancy 
and Luminary Learning and the organization’s founder. His areas 
of expertise are with strategy facilitation, HR strategy 
development and Leadership Training. He has conducted 
assignments in 15 countries regionally and consulted for the 
World Bank, the UN as well as some of the top corporates in Sri 
Lanka and the Region. He is also a member of the board of 
directors for Chrysalis, a social enterprise working to empower 
women and youth by fostering inclusive growth in Sri Lanka and 
elsewhere.
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INTRODUCING
MONTE CLARK
“There are people who claim to be experts 
on LinkedIn, and then there those who 
show it. Monte shows his knowledge and 
skill at this platform on a daily basis” writes 
one of Monte’s ‘fans’ on LinkedIn and we 
think this is simply the best testimony you 
can have for him.  Monte is, one of those 
rare few who walks the talk when it comes 
to the minefield of social media marketing : 
and the more elusive LinkedIn platform…

Monte is one of those rare few who goes 
into the depth of things : and REALLY 
understands not only what needs to be 
done, but also the intricacies of the HOW.  
He not only TALKS about it : he actually 
DOES it - consistently.

Monte started his career as a graphic designer and quickly evolved into the world of 
business, marketing, and sales. He’s worked with many well-known brands including 
McDonalds, Coke, AT&T, and Sprint. Throughout his 25-year career Monte has been 
at the forefront of technology, and is also an expert in search engine optimization, 
and more. Beginning May of 2019 Monte turned his focus to LinkedIn, determined to 
develop the necessary skills needed to start his newly formed marketing company 
“relevant.” Nearly 20k followers later, Monte now passes on his knowledge to clients 
and students. He has written a book called “Mastering LinkedIn, Professional Lead 
Generation” , runs a successful LinkedIn Master Class, and helps both  companies 
and individuals build their businesses with LinkedIn. 



WHY IS LINKEDIN DIFFERENT
IN THE FIRST PLACE ?

LinkedIn truly is the most social of all social media platforms. LinkedIn is a relationship 
platform. Successful users skillfully combine personal brand marketing and social sales 
to find dream jobs, build companies, and discover new opportunities every day. No other 
platform allows you to connect with your target market, and daily deliver value-based 
content daily. If you are in the b2b and sometimes even the b2c space, LinkedIn should 
be your primary social platform.

Many people who do not find success using LinkedIn are failing for two primary 
reasons. 

        They do not understand personal brand marketing and how to create engaging 
        content that solves their niche problem.

        They do not understand social sales

What I have found is that people struggle with time and execution. They will not invest 
the time necessary and fail to learn the methodologies necessary to execute a successful 
plan. 

I have yet to find a person who understands how to successfully implement a personal 
brand and social selling strategy that is not successful using LinkedIn.  



IS THERE HONESTLY A
‘PERSONAL BRAND’ : OR
IS IT JUST MARKETING
HYPERBOLE ?
In todays’ context - Branding YOURSELF is a 
must : whether you really like it or not.  Unless 
you are really one of those who refuse to 
partake in the business of marketing yourself 
(subtly or overtly is very much a choice you 
make - but marketing yourself nonetheless) 
and wish to remain obscure - and work only 
with a niche few who know you personally for 
who you are and what you do, then, knowing 
how to navigate LinkedIn and making it work 
for you is a skill you really must learn…

One of the first questions you will be asked - 
specially when you are pitching for a new 
Client - is to give a website reference - or a 
LinkedIn reference - and also, a ‘validation’ for 
who you are.  If you DON’T have an online 
presence - in line with what you claim to 
be - then, chances are, you will NOT be taken 
seriously.  Unfair ?  Why yes …  But, it is what 
it is…

Branding yourself is not just about ‘putting 
yourself out there’ : it is as much an art as it is a 
science : and it is critical that you learn how to 
‘position’ yourself in social media - depending 
on the type of work you do.  A brand will be 
built around you based on what you put out, 
how you put it out, and also, based on how 
people respond to what you put out…. So, being 
conscious and ‘strategic’ about it is in your best 
interest.



ULTIMATELY, EVERYONE CLAIMS TO 
PROCLAIM THINGS THEY ARE NOT :
AND LINKEDIN IS FILLED WITH THEM.
HOW DO YOU STAND OUT ?
Now THIS is the CRUX of it : how do you DIFFERENTIATE yourself  ?  How do you stand 
out from the constant barrage of content others put out.  How do you position yourself 
as the ‘real deal’ rather than ‘another one of them’

There are 3 simple things to consider:

 Who you HONESTLY are : and what you honestly have to offer

 Who you know who will confirm who you honestly are

 Who is known by  those who endorse you - and how THEY are seen by their 
              audiences

Who you are will matter to begin with.  You can portray yourself as something you are 
not : and this may well give you initial traction - but if you want to play the ‘long game’ 
then, be damn straight about who you really are : and what you really can do…
Who you know will endorse you : recommend you : and help you get your message 
across by sharing what you put out there.

However, how THEY are perceived by THEIR audiences is the REAL key.  If those you 
endorse are seen as ‘fakes’ or ‘wannabes’ that is how you will be seen as well : whereas 
if those who endorse you and support you are those who are actually looked up to by 
the community (online that is) then chances are, that is your ticket to being 
acknowledged as the ‘real deal’

A word of caution : it is important to be seen in the ‘right’ circles.  This is NOT a 
popularity contest : and it is NOT the number of likes you get that matter - nor the 
comments - it is WHO puts the likes - and WHO engages with you that matter.  If you 
are a consultant - there is precious little point in getting hundreds of likes and 
comments from students : it is far better to get 10 engagements from CEOs.

ULTIMATELY, the REAL test is how many calls you get because of what you put out 
there…. UNLESS you can actually get leads, all of your effort on any social media 
platform is an absolute waste…



PRINCIPLE 1 : AUTHENTICITY

Authenticity is the starting point of any 
good branding exercise : and in branding 
yourself it is SPECIALLY significant.  
UNLESS you are truly honest about who 
you are, chances are you will be caught out 
rather fast : and when that happens, the 
loss of credibility is quite disastrous.  Being 
authentic is being bone honest : and also, 
being transparent above all else.  You need 
to be able to be true about :

        Your abilities 

        Your values and what you believe in,  
        and of course

        Your accomplishments

Before you set out your profile and start 
putting fancy ‘intros’ about yourself, and 
then creating mindblowing ‘titles’ around 
your name, think first : can you really live up 
to these ?

No ?

Then just don’t do it…. It’s that simple.
The "authentic you" can hold your own 
anywhere, any time : the ‘wannabe you’ will 
need a heck of a lot of effort to hold up - 
and even then, chances are, you will fall 
short !
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TOOL 1 : BRAND CANVASS 

One of the most fundamental principles of marketing and branding you learn as a 
fledgling novice is the ‘brand canvass’ and the brand canvass holds true to a 
person as much as a product.  Sadly, many never look at the brand canvass when it 
comes to branding oneself.

The Brand Canvass offers a superb conceptual framework to imagine yourself : and 
position yourself : and ask the hard questions about what you ought to - and ought 
not to do…

CLICK HERE TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT THE 
‘BRAND CANVASS’

https://www.ignitionframework.com/the-brand-canvas-how-to-create-and-communicate-a-compelling-brand/


A SMALL EXAMPLE ABOUT HOW TO BUILD
A BRAND CANVASS FOR YOURSELF…

If I was doing a Brand Canvass for Vidusha, this is how it will look like …

Story Symbols Strategy

Name

Persona

Typology This really ma�ers for a product : but, 
given that Vidusha has two companies as 
well : use a certain type of font which is 
‘simple’ which is in line with their brand 
promise.

Awareness

Positioning 
Statement

Vidusha has always been media shy : so, need to 
make sure he is not posi�oned over the top -
because he will not be comfortable to be out on 
social media on a regular basis.  So, need to 
ensure whatever is done needs to be targeted, 
focused, and make whatever is done count…

Colour Palette Red : for Passion they work with
Black : for what they will NOT do - like 
simply taking an assignment because it 
gives them revenue (they will always be 
upfront if it is NOT there core)
White : for the ‘purity’ they have always 
worked with - considering their team 
their family, and their promise to their 
clients sacred
Grey : because the solu�ons they offer 
are not always black and white
* This they had already decided on : and 
are their corporate colours

Sale The High5 website maybe ‘unique’ but is not 
interac�ve in any way : and the Luminary 
website honestly is just an excuse for a 
website : so, that will need to change : as 
ul�mately all the awareness created via 
LinkedIn will create ‘traffic’ to their websites -
and chances are, that will be a rather big let 
down (Vidusha is now grinning - and Anton is 
having the ‘I told you’ look in his face…)

Promise End-to-End HR solu�ons.
Simple solu�ons which work : Jargon Free : 
Hassle Free

Story Board Logo Already in Place.  High5 symbolises 
success : as a HighFive is never given in 
defeat.  The logo (how it is done) is also 
about the power of collabora�on and 
synergies thereof : High(to the power 
of)5

Delivery Project Frameworks are already in place and 
very robust delivery standards - pivoted on 
agile principles, and backed up by a stellar 
team : so, there is no issues here…

Personality Professional, FAST, Truly GREAT to work with, 
GENUINE, will offer true VALUE, CUTTING EDGE 
thinking

Imagery I would think, given that V is rather ‘old 
fashioned’ in many ways (preferring to 
s�ll write with pencils, work out of his 
granddad’s table and also, a rickety old 
chair that looks like it will not hold his 
weight for too long) to use black and 
white imagery : may be even sepia…

Post-Delivery Follow up is poor : where V never capitalizes 
on the good work done.  So, recommend 
having some ‘feedback’ from Clients and 
Par�cipants documented - and strategically 
posi�oned.  There are many well wishers for V 
- which I think he needs to make use of to 
posi�on both himself and High5 + Luminary…
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PRINCIPLE 2 : QUALITY OVER QUANTITY 

See, many think that putting ‘something’ out all the time is what this is all about.  
Actually, nothing can be further from the truth.  ‘Clutter’ is actually counterproductive.  
A few key messages, carefully positioned, ensuring it reaches your target audiences is 
far more effective than blindly putting message after message, post after post and 
randomly liking everything you see with the hope that they reciprocate in kind.  See, 
LinkedIn is a ‘professional’ platform, and many use the same message and the same 
visual they use on other media like Facebook on LinkedIn as well.  Some of them may 
work - but most don’t hit the mark - and are actually completely contradictory to the 
position you want to create for yourself…

So, don’t be tempted to just keep plastering LinkedIn with meaningless one-liners 
and share others’ posts all the time.  Take time to create your own content, curate 
some meaningful messages, do some research and share your findings…. Create a 
following for rich content that they will not find anywhere : and be the one 
THEY share !



One of the best ways to establish credibility is the affirmations of others.  You can do this 
two ways :

              IF they are people you know well - and have worked with for some time,  
                          and know you for who you are, ASK them to share, and also put in a good  
                          word ever so often…

                          BUILD a base with key influencers and establish yourself as a thought 
                          leader : and provoke a conversation with them.  You can’t force people to 
                          reply your posts : but if they prove interesting enough, people WILL 
                          engage - and when they do, have a meaningful dialogue…. Return the 
                          favour by sharing your perspectives on their posts - but do so sincerely : 
                          and soon enough you will have a following…

NEVER become a leech : forever tagging people who you hardly know - it is impolite 
and chances are you will be considered a right royal pain in the backside…. The strength 
of your content is the key to winning an audience : NOT your persistent pestering : 
remember, LinkedIn is for professionals - not juvenile naggers !

TOOL 2 : AFFIRMATIONS THROUGH OTHERS
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One of the most fundamental principles you are taught in research is to triangulate your 
data and information.  You almost NEVER take something from only one source, and 
make all your deductions based on it… (click here to read more on triangulation as a 
method)

The same is true of building your brand.  Remember : no one is going to judge you ONLY 
by what YOU say about yourself : and chances are your audiences (specially those who 
are seriously considering giving you work) will look at other ‘sources’ of information 
about you…. So, be aware and mindful of where you leave your digital (and professional) 
footprint…

 What will they find out about you if they search you on FB ?

 What will they perceive about you on IG ?

 What have you been tweeting about ?

 What does your website say about you/your company ?

 What are others saying about you ?

 What will your clients say about you if they call them ?

So, please know that LinkedIn is only ONE data point in finding out the ‘true you’ : and if 
your ‘brand personality’ is rather inconsistent across different media, chances are you 
have already diluted your overall brand…

PRINCIPLE 3 : TRIANGULATION 



LinkedIn is a really awesome way to get to know people through people you commonly 
know.  Collaborating with someone you don’t personally know, but can get to know 
through a common friend, is a powerful way to increase your footprint : and also, to 
create another point of reference for you in your triangulation process…

Take a look at this book : it is a classic example of this method.  We got to know each 
other through our mutual friend GordonTredgold.  Anton reached out to Gordon, who 
referred me to Luminary.  We had a chat : found each other to be on a similar 
wavelength and talked about a possible collaboration : and here we are, writing a book 
together.

Anton and Vidusha get my expertise for free : and I get to know an audience I am not 
familiar with, in Sri Lanka, through them.  It’s a win-win : and, we both have increased our 
triangulation points of reference…

TOOL 3 : FINDING FRIENDS OF FRIENDS TO
COLLABORATE WITH
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SOME FINAL TIPS TO MAKE THE
MOST OUT OF LINKEDIN 

If you have a hard time coming up with 
content, then go find other people’s 
content and post meaningful and 
engaging comments on their content. 
Most often, people build quality 
networks simply by engaging other 
people’s content when they don’t have 
content of their own. 

Fill out your profile in full. Leaving your 
profile only half filled out will limit your 
search results on LinkedIn and waste 
valuable opportunities to show 
someone what you have to offer.

If you are not looking for a job, do not 
set your profile like your resume. You 
have very few chances on LinkedIn to 
blatantly sell anything. Your profile is the 
primary place and opportunity to let 
someone know the solutions you can 
offer them, and why you’re different. 
Don’t waste it!

Establish your tribe. LinkedIn is a give to 
get platform. As you engage individuals’ 
content on an ongoing basis, they will 
naturally engage you. Engaging 
people’s content is the best, and surest 
way to connect with someone you don’t 
know. You can develop immediate 
rapport, and most often make the 
connection into your network.

Do not spam your connections! Nobody 
- but nobody - appreciates getting hit 
with a sales message right out of the 
gate in their message box on LinkedIn. 
Just don’t do it! Remember, LinkedIn is a 
relationship FIRST platform. Once you 
establish rapport and what problem you 
can solve for your connection, then that 
opportunity will present itself. 

If you have fewer than 2k connections, 
feel free and connect with anyone who’s 
willing. Once you surpassed 2k, then get 
very specific about who you are 
connecting with and why. If you have 
30k connections and cannot do 
business with any of them, then what 
good is that? Be very diligent in defining 
your target market and pursue those 
connections aggressively.



AVAILABLE @

Link:
shorturl.at/clnL1

Click here to watch some of Monte’s fans
talking about his master class 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClmrTV0N_F0QbbUx4GA9Y3A
https://www.amazon.com/Mastering-LinkedIn-Professional-Lead-Generation/dp/1086166205/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&qid=1605246856&refinements=p_27:Monte+Clark&s=books&sr=1-1
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